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1. Let
(1) Co — Ciz + c2z2 — ■ • •

be a power series with real coefficients such that the determinants

An =

» = 1,2,3,
a series

Co,     ci,

Cl,      c2,

,  Cn-1

, c„

Cn— 1 j   Cn j C%n-%

Bn   =

Cl,        C2, •  •  '   ,  Cn

C2, C%, ■   ■   ,   Cn+1

Cn, Cn+1,   '   '   '   ,   C2n—1

, are all positive. Then we define a kth extension of (1) to be

(2)
C—k C—k+1

i-\)k— +(-D*-l-- +
C-l

,*-l
+ Co— CiZ + c2z2 —

such that all the determinants formed from the An and Bn by replacing

throughout c< by c<_*, i = 0, 1, 2, 3, ■ • • , are positive.

In a previous paperf in these Transactions the present writer gave a

necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a first extension of (1),

and gave examples to show that for any k there are series possessing a ¿th

but not a (¿ + l)st extension, and others possessing extensions of infinite

order.  The condition there given is as follows. Let

(3)
1        z        z

fll +   02 +   03 +

be the Stieltjesf continued fraction corresponding to the Stieltjes series (1).

Then if ^a2i = fl2+a4+ • • • converges, and only then, a first extension

exists and we may choose c_i^23a2i at pleasure. If c_p exists then c_p_i

exists if and only if the series§^a"¡f in the continued fraction

* Presented to the Society, December 31, 1928; received by the editors in February and April,

1929.
t H. S. Wall, On the Podé approximants associated with the continued fraction and series of Stieltjes,

these Transactions, vol. 31 (1929), pp. 91-116, Chapter III.

X Stieltjes, Recherches sur les fractions continues, Annales de Toulouse, vol. 8, J, pp. 1-122, and

vol. 9, A, pp. 1-47, 1894-95; or Oeuvres, vol. 2.

§ Here and hereafter I write the superscripts without parentheses.
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1 z z
(4)-

arp + aï' + af + ■ ■ ■

corresponding to the Stielt jes series

(5) C_p — C_p+iZ + C_p+222 —  • ■ •

converges.    The minimum value of c_p_i is ^a~2f, p = 0, 1, 2, • • • , a„° =an.

It will be convenient to make the following definition. The ¿th extension

of (1) in which every c_„, p = l, 2, 3, ■ ■ ■ , k, has its minimum value is the

minimal Mh extension of (1).

In the following article I shall give a necessary and sufficient condition for

a minimal £th extension of (1), and then show that throughout a large class

of Stielt jes series, including among others all those for which Ea» = ai+a2

+a3+ ■ • ■ converges,* minimal extensions of infinite order exist. Further-

more, if in this case we form the Stieltjes series

(6) ±±_±± + ±i_...
z z2 z3

with corresponding Stieltjes continued fraction

1 1 1
(7)-     -

aiz +  a2  + a3z + ■ ■ •

then the latter converges over any finite region not containing a part of the

negative half of the real axis, and its limit is the limit of the even convergents

of (3). The series (6) converges without a circle of known radius R to this

same limit.

The next paragraph contains preliminaries.

2. In the above mentioned article I gave formulasf which may be used to

connect the numbers arp of (4) with the a,~"_1 and also with the arp+1.

They run as follows :

(8)

(°)

-p       —p-i   //   ^-» —p—i \     /   \p   -p-i \
an   = a2i+i   / I    2-tan+i   1 • I    2-, aa+i  J,

-v -P-l /   V-> -p-i\
a2i_i = an     I    2^au+i  J ,

* This case was treated in my article, loc. cit., p. 112, Theorem 5. The extensions there obtained

were not minimal extensions.

t Wall, loc. cit, formulas (49), (50), (65), (67).
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(10) an  = a2<_! Í c_p —   z_,a2i    J ,

(11) a2<+i = a2i      / f c_p —   Sa2,      J • f C-p —   ¿lau      J.

If we solve (9) for atr"*1, replace p by p — 1 and equate the value of

a-ti*" so found to that given by (10) we will obtain, after simple reductions,

*_1  -   i /    *   -

(12) c-p = ¿Zúa      ■+ 1/    ¿ZaM-i-
<=i >-i

Stieltjes* showed that the sequences of even and odd convergents of the

continued fraction

1        1        1
(13) -     -     -

aiz + a2 + a3z + • • •

always converge to limit functions 7\(z) and F2(z) respectively, and that these

limits are expressible as Stieltjesf integrals

r°° d<t>i(u) rM d<t>i(u)
(14) Friz) = -^y-,    F2(z) = -^,

J o     z + u Jo     z + u

where <pi(u) and <p2(w) are non-decreasing real functions such that </>i(0) =

<p2(0) =0, <pi(oo) =02(oo) = 1/ai. The formal expansion of either integral into

a power series P(l/z) gives the Stieltjes series corresponding to (13), namely

(15) íl_íi + íi_...,
z       zl      z1

and accordingly <pi(u) and <62(m) are functions <j>(u) satisfying the equations

(16) I    u'd^u) = a (i = 0,1,2, • • • )•
Jo

When XX diverges, 7'i(z)=T2(z), and all functions <p(u) satisfying (16)

are equivalent, i.e. equal at all points of continuity. On the other hand, when

^a, converges, Fi(z) ^F2(z) and there is an infinite number of non-equivalent

functions <p(u) satisfying (16). In this case the integrals (14) reduce to

infinite series of the form

* Stieltjes, loc. cit., §§47-48. Note that (13) becomes (3) if we replace z by 1/z and then drop

the factor z.

t Stieltjes, loc. cit., §38. Cf. also O. Perron, Die Lehre von den Keilenbrüchen, 1913, Chapter IX,

for the definition and essential properties of Stieltjes integrals, and the chief results of Stieltjes.
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(17) Fi(2)=   Ë-^-,     F2(2)=^+ ¿
i=l   2  +  Xi 2 i-i   Z   +   6i

in which pi, X,-, Vi, 0,- are all real and positive; and (16) for 0(w)=<£i(m)

become

CO

(18) T,\i*Pi = cp ip = 0,1,2, ■■■),
i=l

with similar equations for <p = <pt.

3. These preliminary remarks having been made, I shall prove the follow-

ing theorem.

Theorem 1.  The Stieltjes series (1) admits a first extension when and only

when the integral

(19)
<7</>i(w)

Jo        u

converges.   When this condition is fulfilled we may choose c_i equal to (19) or

any greater number.

For the proof of this theorem the following lemmas will be needed.

Lemma 1.  If the Stieltjes integrals

Jru d<t>iu)
ukd<t>iu) = ck    ik = 0,1,2, • ■ • ),     and    a>i(w) =   I      -,

o                                                                        '                                 Jo        W

where u is real and positive and nis a positive integer, exist, then c/>i(m), which is

real, non-negative, and non-decreasing, satisfies the equations

f W+kd4>iiu) = ck ik = 0,1,2,3, ■-•)•
Jo

Lemma 2. If

<t>iiu) =   j    Wdq^iu),
Jo

where n is a positive or negative integer or 0, and c/>(w) satisfies the equations

f W+kd4>iu) = ck ik = 0,1,2,3, ■■• ),
Jo

is convergent, then

f  uH^iiu) = ch ik = 0,1,2,3, ■■ ■).
Jo
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According to the definition of a Stieltjes integral, divide the interval

(0, b), b>0, in m sub-intervals by the points (x0 = 0<Xi<x2< ■ ■ ■ <xm = b),

and let the norm of the division be 5. Then if *<_iá £<S>#<,

("> "       r f d<t>(u)      rx*-1 d<t>(u)i
u"+kd<pi(u) = lim £&"+* _1^_ -^

Jo 0=0 i=i LVo        M" •/() m"   J

= hin 2lt.?+k   I      -
a=o i=i •/»«_!    wn

1
= lim  ££.*+*—[c6(*i) - *(**-i)],

i-P   <-i        «*

where J/ is a properly chosen point between Xj_i and x¿.* But since 0i(w)

is a non-decreasing, non-negative, real function, and un+k is continuous in the

interval (0, b), the integral f*un+kd<j>i(u) exists. Consequently we may take

£< = £ I and the above limit becomes

/» i> /» oun+kd<bi(u) =   I    «4¿c6(m)        (ä - 0,1,2, ••• ).
n J n

Now the integral on the right has a limit for b = °o.   Hence the integral on

the left has a limit for b = °o and these limits are equal. This proves Lemma 1.

To prove the second lemma, we choose b and x0, Xi, x2, ■ ■ • , xm as above

and form the sum

m   r cxi c •■ i        n     m    cxi
(20) Si?     I   Wd<b(u) -  I        tt"¿<M»    =  2íf   I    und<t>(u),

t=l        L •> 0 •>  0 J t=l J I,-!

which is equal to
m

¿=i

where £/ is a properly chosen point between :r¿_i and *<. But since £¿ is an

arbitrary point in this interval we may take £< = £/. Hence the last sum is

equal to
m

* The theorem here used, which corresponds to the mean value theorem for Riemannian in-

tegrals and is proved similarly, is as follows. If/(*) is continuous for a^x^b, and <j>(x) is non-

decreasing and non-negative then there exists some point £, a^Ç^b, such that

•J a

If f(x) is continuous only for a<x^b, and lim,-a+/(*) = + oo , the same equation holds with a<%£b.
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which by hypothesis has the limit c* for 8 = 0, o = <x>. Consequently the left

member of (20) has the limit c* for 5 = 0, 6 = oo, and this limit is the integral

S™ukdfaiu).  This proves Lemma 2.

We now prove that the condition of Theorem 1 is sufficient for a first

extension of (1). Assume that (15) converges and set

/•" dd>iiu)
<t>~liu) =   I ,        faW) = 0.

Jo u

Since faiu) is a solution of (16) we have, by Lemma 1 with n = 1,

r ul+id4>-\u) = d ii = 0,1,2, • • • )•

Thus if

f  áp-liu) =   f
J o Jo

d(j)iiu)
— Co ;  c,_i — Ci ii — 1,2,3, • ■ • ),

u

the following equations hold :

/.
u'dcb-^u) = ci (i = 0,1,2, ••• )•

It then follows from the work of Stieltjes that có, c0, Ci, • ■ ■ are coefficients

in a Stieltjes series. The sufficiency of the condition is thus proved.

To prove the necessity of the condition, assume that a first extension of

(1) exists, and consider separately the cases 5Za< diverges, ^a< converges,

respectively.

(a) If 2Za< diverges, then C-i=^2a2i + 8, where ô = 0 (§1). If 5=0 it

follows from (12) with ¿ = 1, that]T)a2i-i must diverge; and if 8>0, we see

from (10) with ¿ = 1 that 22al/ diverges. Hence in either case ^Jar1 diverges,

and consequently the continued fraction (4) with ¿ = 1 converges to the limit

1   rK d<t>-

Z   Jo      Z_1

dtb'Ku)

and
r* °°

«1+1<^-l(«) = Ci ii = 0,1,2, • • •)•

/. o

Therefore by Lemma 2 with ra = l, fau) =<p_1(w), the function

^i(M) =   I   uddt^iu)
Jo
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is a solution of (16), and since Ea« diverges this function is equivalent to

<Piiu).

Let now a, b be real and positive and points of continuity* of <piiu).

Then if b > a it follows that

J'b d<f>iiu)        rb   #i(m) "    1

a U J a U «=0      i_l   fi

where £/ is a properly chosen point between x¿_i and x,-, ¿ = 1, 2, • • • , m,

Xo = a,xm = b. Thus if b'>b,

rb' dcbiiu)       r» rh' d<biiu)
I     -=   I    a>-1(«) + I-

Ja        u Ja Jb        u

Now since /0 dtpiÇu) converges,  fbd<piiu)/u will surely converge if b = l.

Hence for any e > 0, there exists a number B such that iib>B,b'>b,

;.

»' d*i(«)
<i,

and consequently

or

cv d<t>iiu)     r"
lim    |-•=    I    d<p-lÇu) = (p-^co) - tp-Ka),
' = " J a U J a

Cn   dcpiiu)
(21) —-=c_i-ci-i(a).

Ja U

If now a approaches 0, over points of continuity of <piÇu), the left member of

(21) will have the limitf

,.    c  d^
hm    I-

a = 0+ J a U
(22) lim    I-= c-i

dcbiiu) 1

'—' 2¡-i

Let öi be another point of continuity of <piÇu) and let 0<öi <a'<a.    Then

Ç* dcbiiu) Ç°° dcbiju) ra  d<piju)

J a' M Ja, U J ai U

or simply

* Note that <t>i(u), being monotone, has points of continuity everywhere dense in the interval

(0, »).
t Cf. Stieltjes, loc. cit., §58.
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<"> /"-J"-./"'
Now a,      í

|     =— [Ma') - <Piiai)] , aiút ú a',
J a, Ç

and since c/>i(w) is continuous at ai we may make

J. a'   | €
< —,    if e > 0, a' - ai < b.

a, 2

Then by (22), (23), (24),

I    = c_i - 1 /   E a*<-i + É» if ai < v, a' — ai < 5.

Consequently
/•" d>i(«) /        _i

lim    I      - = c_i —1/2-1 a2«-i •
a'=0+Ja' M /

But by (12) with p = l, c_i=Eo2¿+l/Ea27-i> an(^ therefore

i" d^«) ("° d<piiu)
hm   I     -=    I      -— =   2^an Ú C-i-

o'=0+Ja' m Jo u

This completes the proof of the theorem for the case that 2^ai is divergent,

(b) When Eö» converges, f™d<piÇu)/iz+u) reduces to the first series

(17) and therefore if 0 <a<Xi, supposing Xi<X2< • • • , this integral is equal

to fâd<piiu)/iz+u). It then follows by a known theorem* that this integral

represents an analytic function for any z not contained in the interval

(—00,— a).  Consequently f™d4>iÇu)/u converges.  Furthermore,

r- dMu)        "   Pi       ,.      F2n(0)

Jo U i=l   Xi »=»    QtniO)

inasmuch as P2„(z)/Ç2n(z), the 2»th convergent of  (13), has the value

E"=i<*2i when z = 0. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

Theorem 2.   The Stieltjes series (1) admits a minimal kth extension when

and only when the integral

d<t>iiu)
(25) r

Jo

converges.

* Perron, loc. cit., p. 369.
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Suppose first that (25) converges.    Then/"dcpi(«)/«*, p<k, converges.

For if 0<x<x'<5<\,

x' d<j>i(u) Cx' d<t>i(u)/'x   d<bi(u) rx   dd>i(a

W J x        uk

if h is sufficiently small.

Taking p = 1 it follows from Theorem 1 that a first extension exists, and if

c-i =        d<pi(u)/u =   Z^au,
Jo

^ar1 must diverge by (12). Consequently

«?-'(«) =   f  d<pi(u)/u.
Jo

Then taking p = 2 we find that

■" d<t>-l(u)       r°° d<bi(u)
(26)

r    d<b-\u)       r<

Jo u Jo

converges and again by Theorem 1, a second extension exists and we take

c_2 equal to (26), etc. Continuing this argument one will finally arrive at a

minimal £th extension of (1).

On the other hand suppose that (1) admits a minimal Mh extension,

JteSsl.  Then by Theorem 1,
/» CO

d<pi(u)/u =   ]£cx2,
•Jo

converges, and c_i has this value. Then by (12) YLaTx diverges and therefore

<P~l(u) =        d<pi(u)/u.
•I o

If k ̂  2 it follows from Theorem 1 that

I    d4>-\u)/u =    I   d<pi(u)/u2 =  2Zfl2»
J 0 «'0

converges and is equal to c_2. Hence

«p-2(«) = r d<pi(«)/«2,
•'0

and if k ̂  3,

I    d<f>i(u)/us =   ^a2i
Jo
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converges, etc.  This argument may evidently be continued until we arrive

at the integral f"d<piÇu)/uk, whatever value k may have.

4. We next prove the theorem mentioned at the end of §1, namely

Theorem 3. (a) If there exist a number a > 0 such that

y» oo £. oo

(27) I    <tyi(«) =    I   d+iiu),
Jo J a

then (1) admits a minimal kth extension for all values of k.

(b) The continued fraction (7) converges to the limit

Clta - ud<t>iil/u)

(28) Fi(2)= -^-L
Jo z + u

which is the limit of the even convergents of (3).

(c) The series (6) converges for all z for which  \z\>l/a, and represents

Fi(z) in that region.

(d) In case Efl« converges, a may be chosen arbitrarily in the open interval

(0, Xi), and C-P=Er= iM<A«p, ? = 1, 2, 3, • • • .

For by (27)
y» 00 f. oo

d<j>iiu)/uk =        da>iiu)/uk,
J a J a

and this integral is readily seen to be convergent. Hence, by Theorem 2,

(1) admits a minimal £th extension. Consider now the integral (28). We

have

J'1'« - ud<piil/u)        rlla      V 1       u      u2 "I
-VLL1=       _J-+-Ui(i/«).

o            2 + u            Jo           Lz       zl      z6 J

Since the series within the brackets converges uniformly over (0, I/o) if

\z | > 5 > I/o, it may be integrated term by term.  Therefore

/»l/o /»l/o

-   I       ud<biil/u)                 u2d<piil/u)
,.            J o                             Jo

Flit) =-+-;-

d(piiu)/u d(piiu)/t
J a J a

+
Z

C-i C-t
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convergent if \z\> l/a. It follows* that the continued fraction (7) converges

and is equal to Fi(z). When £a< converges the integrals f*d<pi(u)/uk

evidently reduce to the sums^^l^i/X* by (17).

* Cf. Stieltjes, loc. cit., §10, in which it is shown that when a Stieltjes series converges, the

numbers l/(or,-ai+i), * = 1, 2, 3, • ■ • , must increase to a finite limit, and consequently ]£«» must

diverge, thus implying the convergence of the continued fraction.

Northwestern University,

Evanston, III.


